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One of the most urgent challenges to the
Cave Research Foundation, and indeed to cavers
at large, is the emergence of White Nose Syndrome, which may have killed between half a
million to a million bats at this time . I think the
readers of this humble newsletter need to be as
informed as possible about this threat, which
appears to be made worse by human traffic into
caves.
I was personally stunned by the news that
normal laundry and cleaning procedures do not
kill the responsible spores, and in fact make the
problem worse. At this time, efforts are being
made to buy time, to slow the spread of this
deadly fungus by keeping exposed gear and
clothing out of uninfected caves. The time
bought will hopefully result in some method of
killing the spores without destroying the entire
ecologies of the caves we want to protect.
I have requested articles with up to date information about WNS, and Dave West provided
a very good one, which is included in this issue.
Veda DePaepe was kind enough to point me to
several sources of current information on cave
closings and disinfecting cloths (recommended
che'micals have changed).
Interested CRF readers should go to
www.fws.gov/northeast/wnscavers .htm. Links
from there will take you to other caver sites
such as NSS, for a cave closure list and other
excellent information. In the meantime, read
the article by Dave West, and do everything you
can to help slow down the spread of WN S .

Operations Council
Barbe Barker (Guadalupes), Mick Sutton (Ozarks),
Pat Helton & Bruce Rogers (Lava Beds), Dave West
(Eastern), John Tinsley (Sequoia/Kings Canyon)
For information about the CRF contact:
Scott House
1606 Luce St.
Cape Girardeau, MO 63701-5208
phone 573-651-3782
Donations to CRF should be sent to:
Bob Hoke, CRF Treasurer
6304 Kaybro St.
Laurel, MD 20707-2621

Cover Photo
During the Thanksgiving 2008 Mammoth Cave
expedition, Peter and Ann Bosted led a trip to
Crystal and Salts to take photos for a slide show
to accompany Barbara McLeod's cave ballad
"The Grand Kentucky Junction". This photo, by
Peter and Ann Bosted, was taken in the Valley
of Decision in Crystal Cave.
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White Nose Syndrome
By: Dave West, Eastern Operations Manager
Wh ite No s e S y ndrome ( WNS) first appeared
in a few caves in New York in 2006 . It is characterized by a fungus that grow s on the muzzle
of bats, and is frequently found on their wings
as well. Bats in caves where WNS is found are
likely to be more active than normal , even leavin g the cave during the da y in the winter , and
then dyin g , apparently of starvation . They are
likely to cluster near the entrance , presumably
to search for food , which for hibernating bats in
mid-winter , simply is not available .
In 2007 , it became clear that the problem
was spreading , primarily in the Hudson River
Valley. The number of bats dying as a result
began to increase dramatically. With no idea of
what was causing the problem , or how it was
spreading , the scientific and caving communities began to get very nervous. In 2008, the
spread continued , and it appeared that the rate
of spread was consistent with bat to bat transmission . Many caves were closed . Early in
2008 , I w as informed that Hamilton Cave , one
of the caves in the John Guilday Caves Nature
Preserve that I manage for the National Speleological Society , was named as a site visited
by cavers immedi a tely following their visit to
one of the affected caves in New York.
In January 2009 , a week prior to the annual
bat counts conducted at the Gu ilda y Preserve , I
was provided a picture of a bat in Hamilton
Cave that had a fungal growth around its muzzle . Th e person providing the picture indicated
the bat was fairl y deep in the cave , and reported
not seeing any other bats similarly affected .
Nevertheless , I contacted the West Virginia Division of Natural Resources (WVDNR) and the
local U . S . Fish and Wildlife (USF&W) office to
advise th e m of the report. Craig Stihler of
WVDNR and Barbara Douglas ofUSF&W accompany us on our counts every other year because of the recently increasing colony of Indiana bats in Trout Cave , another of the preserve's
caves . A third cave , New Trout is counted annually along with Ham ilton. WVDNR brought ad ditional personnel so that no counter would be
required to enter more than a single cave , and to
facilitate any collecting that might be necessary. We all assumed we were going to be seeing bats affected by WNS , and prepared accordin g ly.
On the day of the count , we immediatel y
found a dead bat on the trail leading to the
caves . Ultimately , five dead bats would be
found on the trail outside the caves that day .
Tabitha Viner , a veterinarian at the National

Zoo in Wash ington , D. C ., performed a fie ld necropsy of one of the dead bats and found it to
have no body fat. The group entering Hamilton
found conditions consistent with a cave heavil y
affected by WNS. The group in Trout found a
few bats with fungus , but little else. The group
in New Trout saw no evidence of WNS.
This was the first report of WNS south o f
Pennsylvania , and is hundreds of miles from an y
site to the north . Since then , WNS has been
ident i fied in two other caves in West Virg i n ia ,
as well as numerous caves in Virginia . All of
the caves identified in Virginia and West Virginia are popular locations for recreational caving . Bat counts at many of the surrounding
caves less traveled showed no evidence of a
presence of WNS.
Fearing that recreational cavers mi g ht be
contributing to the spread of WNS , USF&W requested that people stop caving in the states
known to be affected by WNS , as well as the
states that border those states . Currentl y, this
covers all of the Northeast states west to Ohio ,
Kentucky and Tennessee and south to North
Carolina . Their advisor y encouraged scientific
study 0 f WN S to contin ue, and stated that other
research could also continue when a government
conservation agency supported it after making a
risk analysis of the work and potential for additional spread of WNS. Eastern Operations has
declared its full support of and compliance with
the advisory. The U.S. Forest Service has
closed all caves on Forest Service lands in th e
Eastern and Southern regions , with criminal
penalties for trespassers .
Many members of the caving communit y
have pointed out that the spread of WNS is simply following the known migration routes of
bats in the Appalachians. They unfortunately
ignore the fact that migrating bats in the Northeast generally migrate less than a hundred mil es
or so , and the distances between sites exceeds
that. And if migration were the only factor , th e
apparent affinity of migrating bats for recre a tional cavers should be a matter for additional
study . Virginia , recognizing that many cavers
will not abide by the advisory , issued guideline s
suggesting that cavers who cave in spite of the
advisory (which is , after all , " voluntary ", since
there is no enforcement available) limit their
caving to a single area , or if they cave in multiple areas, to have separate gear for each ar e a .
And of course , that one never take gear that has
been in a WNS cave to a cave that is unaffected
by WNS.
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So what do we know about WNS? We still
are not certain if the fungus is the cause or is
opportunistic . We have determined that the fungus and its spores are relatively fragile, and
seem to require a fairly narrow range of conditions to survive. We still think the primary
transmission is from bat to bat, but it now appears that fungal spores may be carried in soil
on cave gear from one location to another, but
what conditions must exist for it to stay viable
are unclear, because if cavers were a major factor , it should have also spread beyond the Appalachians . We know that washing your gear and
soaking it in various forms of bleach or quaternary ammonia compounds will kill the fungal
spores . We know that merely throwing your gear
in the dryer is likely to cause the spores to germinate. And we know that hundreds of thousands of bats have died, with no end in sight.
Bob Hoke has put up a very informative site
<www . white-nose . info> where one can find
I inks for more detailed and current information .
In Eastern Operations, the first project affected by WNS was Cave-Hollow Arbogast,
which was still in its infancy. The project
quickly became a non-starter due to the presence of two endangered bat species in the system. Next was Gap Cave in Cumberland Gap National Historical Park. Work there was put on
hold until further developments, again due to an
endangered species that uses a portion of the
cave. After consu Itation with the U SF & W,
Mammoth Cave National Park has requested that
we continue our work there, as it supports many
ongoing programs in the area . New work in
small caves will be delayed. Any hibernation
site will remain closed year round. And joint

venturers coming to Mammoth will be required
to complete a form that identifies the areas in
which one has caved in the last five years, what
caves (or mines) were vis ited, and requires one
to certify that they have followed the cleaning
procedures outlined by the USF&W on their
site, and have brought no gear that has been in a
WNS affected cave. For Karen Willmes and I,
this meant naming about 90% of the affected
caves in Virginia and West Virginia, where we
have been participating in numerous surveys and
resurveys. It also meant that all the gear we had
so carefully cleaned and bleached before the
Guilday Preserve bat count stayed home, and we
spent over $1,000 for new gear. Since all of our
old gear had lived in our van between trips, and
had not been well contained therein, it also
meant removing everything from the van that
wasn't van. We then steam cleaned all of the
carpet and upholstery, and cleaned the remainder of the interior with Anti-bacterial Formula
409. Then we took the van to a car wash and had
them do a thorough cleaning as well. Anything
that returned to the van was cleaned with 409
beforehand.
Where do we go from here? What does the
future hold? Eastern Operations has curtailed
its work outside Mammoth Cave National Park
for the time being. We intend to fully cooperate
with the .agencies as things develop . The future
seems rather bleak for the bats. We are trying to
buy time and slow the spread, but I am not optimistic about halting WNS. I expect that eventually some environmental horizon will be reached
and the bats in the affected region will either
adapt or die. It is not unlikely that we will see
some species completely wiped out.
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REGIONAL EXPEDITION REPORTS
CRF Lava Beds Expedition, May 21-29, 2009
By: Brian "Beej" Hall [with additions by Pat Helton and Bruce Rogers, Co-Ops Managers]
IThursday, May 21: Pat Helton and Bruce
Rogers left mid-day, driving north to arrive at
the Research Center (RC) in Lava Beds at about
10 PM . The following day, Friday the 22nd,
they got survey gear assembled and generally
got the RC up and running for the small flood of
24 CRF folks coming . Local cavers Bill, Missy,
and Talisa Kelley stopped by in the evening to
sign paperwork for the CRF weekend and leave
off two huge trays of cheese enchiladas for the
Saturday evening group dinner, then returned to
their campsite . Unfortunately they had a family
emergency that evening and were not able to
participate in the expedition. We enjoyed meeting them and we devoured the enchiladas,
though, and sincerely hope they'll be able to
join us on another trip.]
Friday, May 22: Jose Espinosa took BART over
to my place in Berkeley and we managed to get
out of Dodge by 1 :40 pm, only 40 minutes after
our original plan. We were hoping that traffic
wouldn't be too bad. And indeed it wasn't too
bad, but it was still pretty bad for the first 35
miles until we got past Fairfield; typical holiday
traffic . After a quick stop at the limestone on
CA-299 to check out the pits there (beautiful
huge deep cracks in the limestone, but no obvious caves), we grabbed groceries and dinner in
Burney, and headed up the rest of the way to
Lava Beds. We arrived at 10 PM, not too late,
and met my parents who had been passing
through the area and stopped in to see what this
caving crowd was like that I'd been spending so
much time with these last few years . It seems
Bruce Rogers and Pat Helton provided the following explanation of the handout about Skull
Ice Cave in Lava Beds, of which the first page
is reproduced on Page 4.
"In 2000 Bruce Rogers began discussing the
need for a series of flyers for some of the most
popular caves in Lava Beds National Monument
with the Interpretive Staff of LaBe. Rogers had
seen similar hand-outs at EI Malpais National
Monument in New Mexico the year before and
discussed their usefulness and general success
with El Mal's staff. After a great deal of discussion, planning, and gathering information
and maps, an initial flyer was generated for
Skull Ice Cave, the most highly visited cave in
the Monument."

like everyone made a good impression on all
sides!
[At about noon, Ed and Virginia Bobrow,
Sam Baxter, and Liz and Jim Wo Iff had arrived,
followed in the evening by Marc and Glenn Hasbrouck, Matt Leissring and Heather McDonald,
Charmaine Legge, and Tom Grundy. After an
impromptu photo session with nearly two dozen
1940's classic cars stopping at the Visitor Center, Bruce and Pat also met with Lava Beds
Ranger (and archaeo logist) Kristi Beekman to
arrange a field geology seminar for the seasonal
rangers the following week.]
Saturday, May 23: The general plan for the day
was to continue the long-running survey of Sentinel Cave, a major and heavily visited cave on
Cave Loop Road. Ultimately , the CRF wants to
provide the park with a much-improved map of
the cave, an expurgated version which the Park
can provide to visitors. One of the major improvements over the existing map is the addition of vertical information to the survey.
[The original 1975-78 maps that were plane
table surveyed by USGS's Dr . Aaron Waters,
while terribly accurate, lacked elevation values,
the notes with those values having been lost after the death of Waters in 1991, thus the need to
re-survey to establish the cave passage elevations.]
We split into three teams and took on three
separate sections of the cave. Matt Leissring,
Heather McDonald, Jim Wo Iff, and Jose
Espinosa went to work on the low maze near the
Wabbit Entrance. Liz Wolff, Ed Bobrow, Marc
Hasbrouck, and Charmaine Legge did additional
survey in the main passage near the Pit and
Bridge Skylight Entrance. Sam Baxter, Glenn
Hasbrouck, Tom Grundy, and I went down to the
basement level to continue survey left by Iris
Heusler & Co. last fall.
[Pat, Virginia, and Bruce spent much of the
day in the RC planning the balance of the weekend's activities, dealing with admin duties,
working on protocols, and finishing off a handout about Skull Ice Cave for the Monument staff
to pass out to visitors. Pat also drove to Merrill
for more supplies, then on to Newell to pick up
Mark Conover, Martha Nitzberg, and Tom
Mathey who flew in from the San Francisco Bay
Area.]
The basement level is the deepest known
level of the cave and is accessed through an
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atypical pit series with lots of fun chimneying
opportunities. But not today; today we were
just making a beeline for the bottom. Once you
climb down the chimneys, you end up on top of
a breakdown jumble. Looking to the side, you
can see an easy squeeze through the breakdown
to the basement passage where you'll find the
cave register. A quick hop and skip upstream
and we found the pink flagging tape from the
last survey! Yay! We could start straightaway!
Cyndie Walck joined us to help the first-time-to
-Lava-Beds-ers get used to the local procedures
and customs, and I dusted off my neophyte cave
sketching skills: "Don't reel in the tape yet,
please!"
The lower tube is a complex of several levels, but the "main" passage has formed over all
three of the lower and shorter tubes. All the
tubes are aligned one above another, sometimes
with pits and climbs between them, and it's generally walking passage with some crouching and
small amounts of climbing . The walls have
been coated and recoated with subsequent flows,
and "interestingly" these three- to six-inchthick coats have, over time, slowly been flaking
off and falling to the floor of the passage. Naturally, each flake looks like it weighs the better
part of a ton or more, so grabbing onto the walls
and tugging isn't recommended. It's chilly at
the bottom of the Fave. You pass a few notab!e ..
thermocline layers as you descend , and on this
day, there was some seasonal ice persisting
down where we were doing the survey, giving a
relatively decent suggestion of what our local
temperature was. Those of us wearing balaclavas were generally happier.
The passage runs straight and easy, and we
banked up several over-40-foot-long shots. (We
use a 50-foot-long tape to keep things from getting out of hand.) Eventually we got to a station that refused to cooperate magnetically, a
common affliction for those of us who spend a
lot of time in magnetite-rich lava tubes , but
creative positioning finally got enough agreement between the foresights and backsights. By
this time , everyone was getting icebox chills in
their fingers and toes, so we opted for a surface
lunch and headed back up out of the cave.
Though the climb out isn't very far, you do pass
into warmer and warmer air , and it wasn't long
before we were getting back to normal temperature - wise .
Afternoon clouds were rolling in , threatening weather later, but at the moment the sky was
mostly blue , and the bright sun was mostly shining . Medicine Lake Highlands [the top of the
volcano itself] , covered with evergreens and
snow , rose another 4 , 000 feet higher in the distance to the southwest.

All surface business concluded, Cyndie took
her leave, and we somewhat reluctantly went
back into the chilly cave (We had to, because
we'd left the survey tape down there between
the last two stations) . Crawling through the
bottom squeeze , I found a group of four late
high school or early college kids sitting down
by the cave register. School was out for the
summer, and they were down from nearby
Klamath Falls just visiting . A couple of them
had Lava Beds experience, but none of them had
helmets. Oh well-when you're 18 you don't
really need a helmet, right? In any case, they
were nice respectful kids, and they were going
our way into the cave.
I made small talk and explained that we
were working on the cave survey.
"It must be nice to get paid to do that," one
of the girls commented.
"Yeah, it would be nice, wouldn't it?" I was
thinking, though I said, "It's more of a labor of
love ."
We caught up to our survey tape, and the
kids continued on into the cave. "Watch out for
the pits!" I warned, and they assured us they
would.
With a new warm fresh start, we did a few
more shots. I poked my head into a little middle-layer tube below us , and it surprisingly went
back 30 or 40 feet, with 1- to 3-foot-high ceilings . It probably tries to connect to another mid
-level tube that's to be found downstream , but it
looks like it seals off.
And then we reached the pit. This is a pit
that drops 12 feet down into the lowest leve 1
(that we know of) in the cave . It's a neat area
because the walls and floors are generally intact, unlike the rest of the lower cave floor,
which is mostly breakdown of spalled ceiling
and wall linings.
The undercut 12-foot-deep pit would be a
hazardous downclimb, so your can scoot along
the edge , cross a small bridge to the left hand
side of the passage, and then walk what is
named "Imagination Traverse ." It's a narrow
catwalk with some slippery footing (sometimes
sheathed in ice, though none was present today) ,
and a few handholds. Falls would land you on
ankle-breaker (or leg-breaker) rocks and breakdown 8 to 10 feet below . After 30 feet of traverse, the breakdown comes up to meet you, and
you can scramble to the bottom level (or continue downstream on the breakdown).
But a bunch of chilly cavers had better
things to do , involving getting warm again, so 1
took a bunch 0 f photos of the final stat ion and
we packed it up and called it a day . We climbed
up and out, with Sam and Glenn heading down stream to where they'd parked at the Lower En-
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trance while Tom G. and I headed upstream to
where we'd parked. Partway there, I suggested
that we do a quick run through of the cave since
he'd never seen it.
Tom took the crawlway to the upper crossover passage to check it out, and I went round
to meet him. It ' s a strange intersection where a
higher, later-forming tube flowed over a lower
tube at a 45-degree angle, and the ceiling of the
lower tube subsequently collapsed, leaving you
with a feeling that a bridge that should span the
lower passage has somehow gone missing.
The climbdown from the crossover is hairy,
so Tom returned whence he came , and I walked
the short distance to the Wabbit Entrance turnoff and met Matt, et. al. After a few minutes ,
Tom caught up, and we went to the Pit and
Bridge Entrance skylight.
The skylight is 20 feet above , and has a
wicked-big bolt of lava across it. A woven rebar
mat deployed over the top prevents hapless
passers-by from falling in. Moss in the skylight
filters blue light reflected off the gray rock to a
soft shade of green-and- b lue-and- gray. It was III
this beautiful section of the cave that Liz and
team were surveying .
So-it was getting to be time to eat! Tom
and I exited via the Wabbit Entrance, stopping
to take a few shots of cave decorations found
there. Crawling out , we found ourselves in a
little collapse that warranted more poking
around in cracks and crevices. Lots of promise,
but no payout! Really, it was time to make dinner. I had to make a pumpkin pie and put it in
the oven . Returning to the Research Center,
two BBQs were running, and giant piles of food
were unavoidable at every turn. We cooked and
ate and ate and ate and ate.
[Later that afternoon, Pat drove to the airstrip at Newell located in the middle of the site
of the WW II Tulelake Japanese-American Internment camp and picked up Mark Conover ,
Martha Nitzberg , and Tom Mathey who had
flown in that morning from Palo Alto in the San
Francisco Bay Area.]
Combined total survey footage for this day
by al I teams was 843 . 7 feet of passage .
Sunday, May 24: Rumor had it that a gentleman
from University of Oregon, Corvallis , was finally due to arrive today to take some ice core
samples from a cave or two in the park but his
ET A was unknown [Prof. Ed Brooks did finally
arrive in later afternoon after seemingly endless
delays and was accompanied by NPS Shane
Fryer, three seasonal volunteers, and other NPS
folks into Skull Ice Cave . They successfully
drilled a meter-long sample of ice for paleoclimate studies just inside the gate closing off

the ice floor - gated a few years ago to protect
this feature from being trampled by visitors.
The core was successfu lIy dril led despite it
cracking into several segments] . So we split
into a couple teams and ran off in different directions.
Bruce Rogers took a platoon of cavers out to
Captain Jack's Stronghold to tour the burned
area . A fire raged here last summer just before
the CRF Labor Day Expedition and cleared out
all the brush. After a fall to early spring closure
for vegetation recovery, Dave Kruse, the Monument Superintendent, declared the area to be
open two days prior to our expedition . So now
seemed like a good time to go check on that
area and see if anything interesting was uncovered.
[Despite Charmaine, Glenn, Tom G. , Marc,
Martha, Tom M ., Jose, and Bruce covering
nearly a half square mile of vegetation-cleared
terrain, no new caves were found , just a battered , circa-1920's kitchen range abandoned in
the middle of nowhere ... ]
In other news, Beej, Liz Wolff, and Marc
Hasbrouck went back into Sentinel Cave to map
the middle level , starting downstream and working upstream. We descended the mid-cave staircase to the large rock known as "The Sentinel ",
which guards the basement level that we had
been mapping the day before. From there , the
passage heads uphill at a modest pace.
The first shot was to a station positioned in
the middle of a 1- to 2-foot-high crawl. It could
be much worse , though , as the lava floor is
smooth there and descends on both sides of the
crawl providing the surveyors with comfortable
places to rest. Imagine a big smooth lava bump
in the floor , rising up to within 1 to 2 feet of
the ceiling . The only catch with this lovely
lava glob is that it pulls your compass 4 degrees
off course. Typical-if it's not killer bats or
Bigfoot, it's unwanted magnetic deviation . It's
just another hazard we lava cavers have to deal
wit h! 0 h well! A ft e r do i n g the us u a I con tortions and incantations, we got the azimuth readings to agree and pushed on into the cave .
Soon we set a station directly under a pit
that leads to the uppermost passage. Since this
was a holiday weekend , a stream of visitors
passed overhead, their lights playing across our
survey gear (and survey faces) . Lots of curious
kids and adults got to engage in impromptu Qand-A sessions about who we were with and
what we were up to. Even with this, however ,
we made good progress . We found the middleand-a-half level, which is a small tube that runs
back to the pit that leads to the basement level.
It'll have to wait for the cleanup survey sometime .
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A couple more shots , and we reached our
goal, which was the interchange between the
upper tube, the upper bypass tube, and the middle tube (which , upstream of this point, is completely filled with the collapsed ruins of the
floor of the upper tube. Whew!) . All that remained was to tie in to one of the previous surveys in this area.
Now, despite the fact that I was lead tape on
one of the previous surveys and book on the
other, I couldn't remember exactly where any of
the stations were. Let that be a lesson to me .
We put a new station in the middle of the passage with line-of- sight to all the candidate stations and will tie in the loop later when we
come back with the notes . There was a little
tim e left in the day , sowed e c ide d tom a p Sen t inel Bridge, a narrow bridge between the upper
Sentinel Entrance and the rest of the upstream
collapse trench. We set up a shot from the
bronze survey monument, one of which is installed at the uppermost end of every cave as
"station zero" at as many caves as possible (it's
a work in progress .)
Light rain was in the air , along with the
smell of wet sagebrush-it's the classic "Lava
Beds smell"-and the clouds kept the sun from
beating down too hard . Since I'd been sketching
profiles and cross sections, my job was reduced
to being merely an instruments ·guy , but I also
used the opportunity to peek around the edges
of the collapse to see if it led to any lower passage (no dice this time, though!)
[ La t e r i nth e aft ern 0 0 n , Bill and Per i F ran t z
and John Woods arrived, then all went over to
Skull Ice Cave with Pat and Bruce to take more
photos of the chocolate-colored lava decorations
in Festoon Hall.]
[Back at the RC, Bill Devereaux arrived
from Salem , OR , with more provisions and settled in .] For that evening's dinner , grill-meister
Marc oversaw gigantic amounts of BBQ busily
prepared for the hungry and soon-to-be very
gracious hordes. It was so good we had leftover
d esse rt . [Abby Tobin from the Monument staff
visited for awhile , then , convinced we were all
crazy , called it a night.]
Monday, May 25: [This morning at 7AM , the
Ice Man crew had moved on to Crystal Ice Cave
and hand-drilled another meter-long core about
as far down into the cave as possible near The
Glaci er. Again , the core was successfully
drilled despite it , too , cracking into several segments. The cores , however , were judged excellent a nd th e Ice Man was eager to return in the
future for more work. All returned late , exhausted , to collapse into bed without supper .]
It was the last full day , but there was still a
chance to get some good work done anyhow .

After he reported the Monument weather, Bill
Devereaux joined Ed Bobrow in taking ice level
measurements in Frozen River and Big Painted
Ca ves and Inc line Cavern. A fter that, B ill went
with Jose Espinosa, John Woods, Jim Wolff, and
me on to Cave V -380, a very nice little cave in
the southern part of the park. This was a cave
that had been mapped by Pat Helton and Bruce
Rogers in September of 1989, but, as they were
not part of the requirements at the time, the map
was missing profiles and some cross-sections.
It would be a good learning experience, as it
was the first time Jose had done profiles , and I
could always use the cross-section practice .
This cave had a small upper level, and a big
lower level (which blew cold air up through an
8-foot-deep drop.) There were a lot of steep
slopes inside, since a lot of pumice, generated
when G lass Mountain erupted about 900 years
ago , had blown in through various skylights to
make pumice " sand dunes " and cones . In several
places, the cave was nearly filled with the stuff.
While Jose, Jim, and I sketched and taped , Bill
ran around looking for new and old caves (and
finding the old ones), and John, armed with
digital SLR and tripod, took many good photographs. We had originally planned to go in
more caves, but time was running out.
On the way out of Lava Beds, we stopped at
one more place in the park. There are a couple
places in the park where Pleistocene glaciation
has produced small rounded lava rocks , and sub sequent flows have not covered them ... yet!
Jose and I took a quick jaunt out to one of these
sites where I snapped a photo or two.
Then it was homeward-bound for us! Total
survey footage of all teams for the weekend was
in excess of 1,000 feet. Not too shabby! A few
more trips, and the Sentinel Cave ilbermap will
be complete!
Meanwhile, Tom G. helped clean up the RC,
and then headed home in late morning. Liz
Wolff and Marc Hasbrouck returned yet again to
Sentinel Cave to relocate several survey points
and tie several loops together. Marc returned to
the RC and after cleaning up , he and Glenn
headed south on the 5-hour-long drive back to
Sacramento and the Bay Area. Mark C., Martha ,
and Tom M. hiked over to Juniper-Hercules Leg
Cave to familiarize themselves with the caves
we ' d been working on. Pat and Bruce also returned to Sentinel Cave , assisting Liz in closing
two major loop surveys . It turned out the separate surveys done nearly 6 months apart and
from opposite directions ended up on the same
boulder about 4 inches apart - not bad for multiple survey teams. Pat ferried Mark, Martha , and
Tom M . back to Arch Cave, then returned to
more admin work in the RC.
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Liz and Bruce finished off the surveys , then
returned to the RC in time for Pat and Bruce to
take Mark , Martha, and Tom M. back to Newell
for their afternoon flight home . A quick stop in
Skull Ice Cave to assist the Frantz ' s with some
photography punctuated the trip . Most of the
remaining folks filtered out towards home after
a short cleaning session in the RC.
Tuesday, May 26: Bill Broeckel turned up early
that morning for a day's work in adjacent Modoc National Forest Ops Area . After corralling
John Woods, the two went out to explore and
survey in a newly discovered cave near the vent
of the Valentine C ave flow. This was an interesting cave with multiple passa g es arrayed radially around a large collapse trenchllava lake.
That a fternoon , Bill B ., John , and the
Frantz ' s went to Arch Cave and The Catacombs
to re-occupy several photo monitoring stations
the Frantz ' s had set nearly 15 years ago . Charmaine spent the afternoon futil e ly looking for
recently reported Bird Flop Cave in Three Sisters Buttes area (which actually have four vents ,
but that ' s a whole ' nother story ). Pat and Bruce
added their contribution to fighting Earthl y entropy by staying in the RC dealing with both
paper work and further refining the Skull Ice
Cave flyer. All turned to for a large dinner with
Shane Fryer and , after seeing Brocckel off to
home , a short night ' s sleep .
Wednesday, May 27: After an uncharacteristic
early start, Shane Fryer joined Peri and Bill
Frantz , John Woods , Charmaine Legge , and Pat
and Bruce in an all morning-long photo session
in the closed part of Skull Ice Cave. Several
photo-monitoring stations were re-occupied and
several more ice floor and banded ice wall photos acqu ired . The Frantz's left after a qu ick
late lunch and headed home.
While we were all a t Skull Ic e Cave , four
folks from the University of South Carolina arrived and moved into the RC to start a monthlong siege of locating invasive plant species in
the Monument. After they left for their evening
meeting with NPS staff and initial fieldwork ,
Pat continued with more paper work, Bruce
spliced Frantz's photos into the Skull Ice Cave
flyer , and three ball point pens were run out of
ink entering data in the CRF journal kept onsite .
Bruce then led a short geologic tour of the
Park and Sentinel Cave after dinner for new seasonal rangers Kristi Beekman and Carolyn Hunt
(accompanied by Pat Helton and Ed Bobrow)
and gathered questions from their visitors to
modify next year ' s familiarization tour . Another extended discu s sion with seasonal ranger

Diane Pierce about where one could see pillow
basalt in the Park followed as the sun set in an
ocean of magenta clouds to the west (the 36 , 000
-ye a r-old Mammoth Crater basalt flowed downhill for nearl y 10 miles and into Ice A g e Tule
Lake to form pillow basalt similar to that currently forming at underwater volcanoes) .
Thursday, May 28: After a slow start , a length y
discussion with John Woods ensued with a great
number of suggestions of photo monitoring and
archiving recorded until John left at midmorning . Before he left , Shane , Abby , and Sean
- all NPS Resource Management staff - arrived
with information we needed to continue our
mapping work : a list of the cave maps they already have in their files and some scans of those
maps (appropriate since we ' d been discussing
archive formats with John!) . Meanwhile , Charmaine started transcribing more than 50 pages
of CRF Journal No.3 into a searchable document.
Pat and Bruce met with NPS staff in the afternoon , photocopied a large quantity of survey
notes for the files , and delivered a 2 lb. bag of
M & Ms to certain N P S person ne I to ens u re
smooth sailing in future administrative dealings
(Note: this was not a bribe , merely a generous
donation to our underpaid and over-worked NPS
colleagues ... ) . Next, at a meeting with Angela
Sutton , we handed over the Skull Ice Cave flyer
for review by the Interpretive staff and returned
to a joint dinner with the Univ. of South Carolina folks. Chief Ranger Terry Harris, also the
Chief of the Interpretation Division, dropped in
to make further comments on the flyer and suggest that once we get the format down , we cou Id
start thinking about generating a series of similar flyers for most of the popular caves in the
Park . No good deed goes unpunished .
Friday, May 29: Pat , Charmaine , and Bruce
packed away equipment , cleaned up the RC , left
spare provisions (such as a flat of freshly baked
cornbread-mmmmm, paper towels , dish soap ,
Cascade, etc .) for the South Carolina folks and
cleared out of the RC as the Oregon Butterfly
People arrived to take a census of assorted butterflies in the Monument. The following ten
hour drive home to the San Francisco Bay Area
was enlivened with a shut-down of Interstate 5
due to a grass fire in the freew a y , and many inept tourists wheeling through traffic in RV ' s
that were far too large for their driving capabilities. Despite the complications, we all arrived safely home and collapsed , still savoring
the intoxicating scent of Lava Beds sage .
Q .E.D.
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CRF Lilburn Cave Expedition, May 9-10, 2009
By: Damian Grindley
Neither the height of swine flu frenzy in the
media nor the necessary inconvenience of having to purchase new gear
(thus ensuring all
equipment or clothing was free from the possibility of contamination with spores of White
Nose Syndrome fungus) could keep fourteen
joint ventures away from Lilburn's world-class
marble interiors. The lure of the unknown also
may have had some draw. Not two weeks prior,
Will Moffat, Damian Grindley and Elaine
Garvey had scaled a tricky climb in a high
level , seldom-visited area in the M2U Quad , to
reveal a breakdown room with strong draughts
and man y que s t ion s . 0 n Iy I 30ft had bee n surveyed before the trip had timed out. A return
engagement was eagerly anticipated .
Cavers tramped in throughout Friday evening as the last patches of winter snow melted
away. Howard Hurtt arrived first with the mission of wiring in the Solar Panels and moving
the lightning arrestor. The panels had been relocated to a more secure supporting timber on the
previous trip. Howards plan was to have it all
w ired in to catch Saturday'S early morning rays.
Mission accomplished! Howard's attention then
turned to repairing and simplifyi~g the water
system severely damaged by bears and rodents
over winter. These activities took a good chunk
of Saturday and he was ably supported in this
endeavor by Amanda Grindley, Mark Scott,
Elaine Garvey and Brian Farr. Lilburn Field
Station is now fully functional for the season.
Fofo Gonzales inspected a surface dig site
that had seen some previous shoring but had
been deemed too unstable to continue. Another
winter has done little to stabilize the hole and a
decision was made to remove the shoring on the
next trip , returning the hole to its native state,
thus abandoning the endeavor per NPS procedures . Fofo then Joined Paul Nelson in a
through trip inspecting the emergency phone
syst e m and making repairs where necessary .

One handset was removed for more extensive
repair.
Damian Grindley lead two cartography teams
to the new area of La La Land, named in honor
of his wife's birthday, which he had missed by
being on the breakthrough trip . He had hoped to
minimize the doghouse effect by naming the
passage a fter her.
Some of the approach climbs proved tricky
for some team members and some time was lost
in finding an alternative route. All agreed the
extensions above station RIB8 had been in a
particularly obscure part of Lilburn . Carol Vesely , Bill Far and Charley Hotz continued surveying from the breakthrough team's last station. Unfortunately the climbs, holes in floor
and rift s a II pin c he d 0 u t wit hi non e 0 r two leg s .
Their attention then turned to a strongly drafting side passage surveyed by the breakthrough
team. Another lOft was added here but the main
way on remained elusive . Damian Grindley ,
Lynn Jesaitis and Jed Mosenfelder surveyed into
the boulder pile at the breakthrough point. After
passing some large blocks with associated large
voids, a more rift-like area with some ceiling
. qhanne.is .> was ..reached. Drafts remain but again
the true way on was elusive . A lower level in
the main breakdown room was picked up on exit in g by the sam e tea m. I n a II jus t 0 v e r 200 ft
was surveyed between the two teams in La La
Land .
Damian, Jed and Lynn also picked up -100
ft of passage on the L2M quad. This area had
also been found on the previous trip but was not
surveyed due to the need to find the most appropriate tie-in stations .
In all , it was an excellent weekend . Most
members helped pack out coils of bear-damaged
or excess black irrigation pipe only to be accused of being illegal pot farmers by the local
horse-riding community , thereby proving the
life truism that no good deed goes unpunished!

Memorial Day Lilburn Cave Expedition, May 29-31, 2009
By: Fofo Gonzalez
The Memorial Day Weekend expedition was
full of fun and hard work , with a major focus on
maintenance activities but unfortunately without
an y ne w developments in cartography .
We completed efforts to install the solar arra y from the diseased / condemned white fir
s outheast of the field station (where it has had a
happy home for the past 26 years) to a new

home in another white fir northwest of the field
station. The electrical cables coming down from
the solar panels were stapled to the tree trunk .
Unfortunately, while retrieving the rope we lost
the guideline that is used to bring the rope up to
the anchor, therefore we then had to invest 4 . 5
hrs to replace it. We also installed a backup ascent system (anchored at a lower ring, at the
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lowest branch's level, slightly offset from the
main rope pathway). This will make it easier to
ascend the tree to inspect and to maintain the
solar panels should the main guideline be lost in
the future.
Howard Hurtt did some major maintenance
and upgrades on the circuit board at the cabin,
worked on the water system and organized an
inventory of the medical kits in the cabin.
The in-cave phone system received major
maintenance. I had planned a single, long trip to
do this, but given the lack of people familiar
with the cave I decided to split it into two
shorter trips that would allow more people to be
in the cave, and I will wait until a future expedition to continue with my work on a surface
dig. We replaced the infamously defective Lake
Room Junction's phone. Then, at each station ,
we dried and cleaned the ammo box container.
Each handset was then opened , all contacts were
cleaned , and fresh desiccant was installed. I led
two teams in two days to do this (and to help
hau I some gear on the second day, to support
the climbing team that was working on leads
above the South Seas).
We visited the Lake Room sediment sampling station; there was sediment only in the
bottom-most (5 inch) sample tube. We collected

the sediment and delivered the sample bag to
Howard . We didn't visit the White Rapids sediment station, which remains for a future trip.
Ben Tobin led a group into the cave on Saturday. They spent a couple of hours at the incave dig site, which had water in it, a normal
occurrence in this time of the year. They increased the dig's length by 5 ft.
Will Heltsley led a trip on Sunday to the
lead areas located above the South Seas , but
high water had sumped the approach and they
discovered that the water level was too high to
reach the leads . Their backup lead fizzled out
immediately, and a second backup lead couldn't
be located , so the team exited the cave. We will
reschedule this effort later in the year when the
water levels in the lower end of Lilburn decrease .
Supplies for the next expedition are sufficient. We only need one gallon of fuel. The water system is working, there are enough paper
towels and toilet paper to not worry about them
for a couple of expeditions, and we also split
some wood for the fireplace and for the stove.
It was a very good expedition, short on incave leaders but full of energetic cavers, and it
ended nicely with a BBQ hosted by Amanda and
Roger Mortimer at their abode in Fresno .

Ozark Trips, September 2008 - February 2009
By: Mick Sutton, with information and some text from Jim Cooley, Scott House and Bob Taylor
September 27: There was another survey trip to
a large Missouri Department of Conservation
cave within Ozark National Scenic Riverways
(ONSR). Scott House, Spike Crews, Zach Copeland and Pic Walenta added 500 ft. to the survey.
September 28: Still in ONSR, Jim Cooley and
Pic Walenta went to Coalbank Cave (Carter
County) to assess gray bat roosts throughout the
cave and to collect southern cavefish fin clips
for a genetic analysis of the species, an ongoing
project of Matt Niemiller, University of Tennessee, Knoxville . Meanwhile Bob Osburn, Spike
Crews and Zach Copeland surveyed the major
side passage in Branson Cave (Shannon
County).
September 29: Jim Cooley, Pic Walenta and
George Bilbrey did a bat roost assessment and
an attempt at more cavefish samp Iing in Medlock Cave (Shannon County), despite an uncooperative lock. A few gray bats were still in
residence, most having departed for the season,
but no cavefish could be found.
October 11-13: A Kansas City area crew consisting of Jim Cooley, Pic Walenta, Justace

Clutter, Ali Soliemani, Maria Neal, Allen Eastlund and Heather Eastlund continued a project
to photograph entrances for a forthcoming issue
of Missouri Spe/e%gy on an earlier phase of
CRF mapping and inventory in the Mark Twain
National Forest Eleven Point District. They visited a collection of caves in and around Panther
Spring Hollow off the Eleven Point River. They
also confirmed continued summertime gray bat
use in Bluehole Cave. Newly discovered South
Flat Cave was examined for possible connections to the nearby and very similar Flat Cave,
but it would seem that human-sized connections
do not exist. Plans to investigate a cave lead In
Bat Cave Hollow were thwarted by heavy
weather .
October 24-27: The Kansas City photo crew
continued their documentation of Eleven Point
District caves. Jim Cooley, Pic Walenta, Dale
Curtis and Chuck Curtis photographed caves
around Horseshoe Bend on the Eleven Point as
well as additional caves in Panther Spring Hollow and in the Irish Wilderness. In the process,
Dale discovered yet another new Irish Wilderness cave - Briar Cave - with a small pit entrance and abo ut 70ft. 0 f pas sage . The y re-
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ported that the Dry Prong Hollow area of Whites
Creek in the Irish Wilderness needs more sorting out, and there are likely to be additional
caves there .
November 9: As part of the Perry County GIS
program, there was a training day for the use of
a cave radio. Taking part were Phil Moss, Scott
House, Tony Schmitt, Dan Lamping, Joe Sikorski, and Brad Post (MDC). There will a trip to
get a radio location for sites deep within Rimstone River Cave, one of the Perry County giants.
November 29: Sue Hagan and Mick Sutton
mapped and inventoried Brady Cave, a relatively new cave in Ripley County on the MTNF
Eleven point District. The cave is at the bottom
of a large sinkhole and at 200 + feet was a bit
more substantial than earlier estimates. The
cave shows evidence of flooding to the ceiling.
Jim Cooley, Pic Walenta and Shawn Williams collected more cavefish fin clips from
Welch Spring Cave in ONSR. They failed to
find fish in Medlock Cave, but removed some
trash and graffiti.
December 5: Scott House did some reconnaissance work for the Missouri State Parks project,
visiting Roaring River State Park in Barry
County. As a result, some good GPS locations
were obtained and some spurious entries were
removed from the cave catalog. Scott then
checked out a cave lead on the MTNF Cassville
District which had appeared as "Crocadile [sic]
Rock Cave" on a wayfaring web site. The cave,
new to the cave catalog, did exist at the reported location but turned out to be a site previously known to MTNF archeologists, called
Goins Cave. It has been added to the work list
for mapping and inventory.
December 6-8: The Kansas City crew bashed
away some more at the Eleven Point entrance
photo backlog . Jim Cooley, Pic Walenta, Dale
Curtis and Chuck Curtis floated the Eleven
Point and documented a couple more river caves
as well as obtaining another cavefish fin clip
from Turner Mill Cave . They failed to find any
fish in two other known cavefish sites, Dead
Man Cave and privately owned Stalactite Cave.
December 9-13: Scott House worked on sorting
out cave files at Buffalo National River, Arkansas . Scott and Chuck Bitting (NPS) also worked
hard at making the Steele Creek buildings habitable for future CRF expeditions.
December 13: Sue Hagan and Mick Sutton
mapped an inventoried another small Eleven
Point District cave for the MTNF project. Bay
Nothing Cave was discovered on a winter float
trip - it overlooks the Current River in Ripley

County. The large entrance quickly narrows
down, with a total 0 f 75ft. 0 f passage .
December 28: (report by Bob Taylor) Bob Taylor, Jon Beard, Roy Gold, Eric Hertzler and
Jack Rosenkotter located and mapped Little
Brown Branch Cave on the MTNF Ava District
in Douglas County. The five divided into two
survey teams led by Eric and Bob to survey two
diverging passages plus a third entrance passage
that loops into Eric's survey. They mapped
about 120 feet to low constrictions.
January 2: Mick Sutton and Sue Hagan went to
Chimney Cave (MTNF, Washington County) to
check an earlier report by Bob Osburn of small
bat clusters near the entrance. The 40 ft. pit entrance suggested a cold trap configuration with
a possibility of Indiana bats, although Bob had
thought they looked more like gray bats. A few
clusters totaling fewer than 30 bats were present
near the base of the pit, but they turned out on
closer examination to be little brown bats. The
cave needs to be mapped to replace a 1960s vintage crude sketch map.
January 3: Scott House and Tony Schmitt located and mapped the very small Dry Cave at
Markham Springs (MTNF, Wayne County). They
also found and mapped a similar small cave
nearby. Bob Taylor, Roy Gold and Jon Beard
did some mop-up survey to complete Little
Brown Branch Cave.
January 4: Mick and Sue went to Crooked
Creek (MTNF, Iron County) to map and inventory a cluster of small caves. Wasp and Crooked
Creek Caves were completed, and a new cave Rat Dome Cave - located and mapped. The
longest of these was Crooked Creek Cave, an 85
ft. long shelter-like site with very little dark
zone. Several more caves in this cluster remain
to be mapped .
January 10: The Crooked Creek cluster was
completed with a frigid survey and inventory of
Arch Cave, which was even tinier than reported,
and Overhang Cave, with another large sheltertype entrance. In addition, Boulder Cave, the
longest cave along Crooked Creek and mapped
many years ago, was inventoried for cave life.
The cave stream was barely flowing but terrestrial invertebrates were quite diverse.
The Rimstone River radio location trip was
carried out by an in-cave crew of Phil Moss,
Bob Osburn, Dan Lamping, Joe Sikorski, Mike
Freeman, and Brad Pobst (MDC). Radio locations were obtained at the river junction (a
test), SW discovery, base camp, and the junction room. The crew did some survey in order to
place the radio locations on the Rimstone River
map. The surface crew consisted of Scott House,
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Bob Gillespie (MOC), Jeff Crews and John
Kessler. The locations were successfully fixed ,
with depths to station of 72-112 ft. The surface
crew also obtained GPS locations for several
Perry County caves and sinkholes.

entrance was pushed , resulting in 50 ft. of new
passage , but a reported lower level, which was
excavated and leads to about the same amount
of cave, was missed and will await a follow-up
trip.

January 14: A bat survey crew consisting of
Scott House, Bill Elliott (MOC) , Tony Elliott
(MOC) and Brad Hadley (MOC) counted wintering bats in Cookstove Cave (Pioneer Forest) and
Powder Mill Creek Cave (MOC/ ONSR) , both In
Shannon County. Both caves are significant
Indiana bat hibernacula.

February 8: The very muddy Heuszel Cave
(Taney County) survey was completed by Sue,
Mick and Will , mapping 230 ft. in two side passages. Meanwhile, Bob Taylor and Roy Gold
completed the survey of Zoo Cave, adjacent to
Heuszel. Scott and Jon Beard ran a surface survey to link Zoo and Heuszel after first mapping
the two CCS Caves in the same general area.
CCS #2 was short and dryish, but CCS # I was
gnarly and featured a crawl and stoopwalk in ice
cold water.

February 7: On a weekend trip to the MTNF
Ava District, Scott House, Sue Hagan, Mick
Sutton and Will Hitson mapped and inventoried
Cane Bluff Cave no . 2 (Taney County). This is
reported to be the longest cave in a cluster of
caves along Cane Creek. Mick did mainly biosurvey while the others mapped all of the obvious passages. The cave is mazy, with passages
ranging from flat-out crawls to 8 ft. high. Conditions were damp, with plenty of wet mud, owing to thawing conditions . One lead towards the
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February 16: Jeff Bartlett, Mike Parton , Jared
Sickles and Adam Kaylor started a survey to
replace an old undetailed map of Copperhead
Cave in Buffalo National River. They ran survey
I ines between the two entrances , both underground and overland, and started a detailed
sketch.
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Map of Brady Cave in Mark Twain National Forest by Mick Sutton and Sue Hagan.
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Mammoth Cave: Thanksgiving Expedition, November 26-30,2008
By: Phil DiBlasi, Expedition Leader
Weather for Thanksgiving in Kentucky can
vary from below freezing with snow to low 80s
F. It can be near monsoon to sub-Saharan precipitation conditions . This year's weather fell
somewhere in between. It was cool and comfortable with little precipitation. Prior to the expedition it had been dry for a prolonged period, so
we hoped to get some work done in the lower
levels. In all 22 trips were fielded during the
course of the expedition .
On Wednesday, 26 November, two groups of
early arrivals conducted field work. A small
party, led by Matt Goska reconnoitered the rigging conditions for Crow and Hackett Caves. A
second party, led by Ann Bosted conducted a
documentation trip of specific features , places,
and situations , to illustrate a slide show to accompany the song "The Grand Kentucky Junction ." Two areas were examined-the Valley of
Decision in Crystal and the P Survey in Salts.
On Th ursday, 27 N ovem ber, fi ve trips were
fielded . Charles Fox led a party to Carlos Way
in Mammoth Cave to re-rig the traverse and reconno iter the area for leads. Several were found
that require re-examination of old survey data.
Matt Goska led a large party to what he thought
was Crow and Hackett Caves. It turned out Matt
was confused and believes the caves to be Crow
# 1 & #2, but is unsure of even that. He is calling them Crow East and Crow West (based upon
location) . Crow East was surveyed to completion . Crow West needed additional survey work.
In addition, there is much biology (crickets,
bats , bat stains , blind crayfish) and historic material (cans, wire, other metallic items). Ed
Klausner led to Gratz Avenue / Cyclops Gateway in Mammoth Cave. They examined two
small (circa 20 feet) domes just off Gratz and a
couple of pits . There were leads and old survey
in all these areas that need work. Moving to
Ganter A venue, they began a survey at G9 and
continued a few shots and tied into C49 in Calypso A venue. The Bosteds led a large trip into
the Violet and Chief City area of Mammoth.
Many stereo photographs were taken. The last
trip involved the Bosteds and crew moving into
the Valley of Decision in Crystal Cave to get
photographs of Floyd Collins at his signature
and expansive images of the Grand Canyon.
On Friday , 28 November, seven trips were
fielded. Ed Klausner led a trip into Roppel to
connect South Downey Avenue to Yahoo at V2
(which was accomplished with four shots) and
the Yahoo resurvey. Work in Yahoo was imp e d e d by the d i ffi cui t yin fi n din g 0 Ids tat ion s .

Ed indicates there are two days worth of trips to
the area following leads . Lynn and Roger
Brucker went to Cox A venue in Great Onyx to
work with the calibration and test of the Pony,
DUSI and the Disto X electronic survey equipment. Many "issues" were found . Had I been
there, I would have suggested hitting it with a
rock. Bob Osburn led a small crew to the Pulpit
Area in Roppel Cave. Working from the RR 20
station, this crew surveyed off in three directions . Equipment damage and human exhaustion
led this seasoned crew to return after only 12
hours of survey. Peter Bosted led a trip to resurvey the Connection Breakdown in Logsdon
River . Many crayfish were observed. However,
getting to the objective was slowed by route
finding. Setting a poker chip (Xl), they surveyed back to the Connection Cairn using 23
shots. Old stations were obliterated, so this
crew put in a couple of poker chips. A very
tight spot 9.5 x 9 . 75 inches needed negotiation
along this route. In Crystal Cave, Art Palmer
took a crew to the old Z Survey to Lost Passage.
In the process of surveying a link between the Z
Survey and Fl, they found a number of unsurveyed leads . These need work. Jim Greer led a
party to Ralph's River Trail in Unknown Cave .
Resurveying Ralph's River Trail, using old stations, this crew retied several old surveys
(Corkscrew Passage, X-Survey, Keller Well,
Storts, Blind Fish River, and Faust Way, among
others) together. Dave West led a crew to Bedquilt and surveyed 100 feet at the bottom of
Backwards Pit. A number of very tight leads
remain. Everyone but Karen was too large to
continue to Gypsum Snow, so this crew went to
Mirror Pit at Y7 and Karen set a single station
tie at the bottom. They noted that none of the
passages at the bottoms of these pits had been
surveyed. Yet, they were not virgin.
On the last day of the expedition, Saturday ,
29 November, eight trips were fielded . Ed
Klausner led a group of small cavers into Watson's Trace In Mammoth Cave. There they surveyed a narrow canyon that eventually pinched
down to six inches . They then went to the WT
Survey and, starting at WT3, continued into an
upper level lead. Minimum impact survey techniques were the modus operandi until a digging
stick was encountered. This led the crew to
withdraw until archaeologists could check out
the passage. Charles Fox led a trip to Emily's
Puzzle in Mammoth Cave. This crew had failed
to reach the objective via the "shortcut." By the
time they reached the objective, after retracing
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their route, little in the way of survey was accomplished. Art Palmer led a crew to the area
Left of the Trap in Crystal Cave. This crew resurveyed Z I to K I , then on to K31. In the area
of K29-K31, they surveyed a tangle of crawlways (all new survey). Dave West led a trip to
Edwards Dome in Great Onyx Cave. There, the
crew drew cross-sections as well as crosssections of a side passage. Jim Greer led another trip into Unknown Cave to replace the X
and Y Surveys in Ralph's River Trail. This crew
connected the W Survey to the X Survey with
the new and improved A Survey. Encountering a
dome / pit complex they could not traverse , they
retreated and began a B Survey to connect the X
and Y . In doing so, they also tied to the U Survey . Peter Bosted led a crew into Roppel Cave
to the blowing lead in Hoover at HY I. This
crew surveyed to HY41-300 feet. Traversing
this portion of cave is difficult. Upon completion of the survey, it took them one and a half
hours to retrace their path to HY I! Lynn and
Roger Brucker took Veda DePaepe to Cox Avenue in Great Onyx to continue calibration of the
electronic survey equipment, by surveying a
loop. There were still issues, but by far the
greatest was working near the iron railings.
Lynn indicates there is much more work that
needs to be accomplished to get satisfactory
survey results. The last trip fielded involved
Dave West leading Bob Osborn on a ridge walking trip in Hamilton Valley. They visited the
infamous "Tractor Trap." No one was killed or
injured.
In summary , it was an excellent expedition.
Buz Grover and Jan Marie Hemberger fed the
expedition extremely well, assisted by myself
and Henri Grover. The participants all worked
together like a well oiled machine. When you

have so many good cavers who are will ing to
work hard, the expedition leader is pretty useless . There are too many people to thank for the
fact that this expedition ran so well. Charles
Fox (computer dude) and Ed Klausner (scanner
dude) really kept the who Ie thing running
smoothly.
TRIP PARTICIPANTS:
26 NovemberValley of Decision, Crystal and Salts - Ann Bosted, Peter Bosted, Roger
Brucker, Lynn Brucker, Henri Grover; Crow and Hackett Caves - Matt
Goska, Charles Fox.
27 NovemberMammoth Cave I Carlos Way - Charles Fox, Dave West, Rick Olson ;
Crow Pits (2X) - Matt Goska, Daniel Gregor, Joyce Hoffmaster, Karen
Willmes, Marvin Miller; Mammoth Cave I Gratz Avenue I Cyclops
Gateway- Ed Klausner, Elizabeth Miller, Brandi Zinn, Kevin Conklin,
Ralph Earlandson; Mammoth Cave I Violet City to Chief City - Peter
and Ann Bosted, Jenny Earlandson, Roger and Lynn Brucker, David
Rogers, Veda DePaepe, Henri Grover; Crystal Cave I Valley of Decision
- Peter and Ann Bosted, Jenny Earlandson, Roger and Lynn Brucker,
David Rogers, Veda DePaepe, Henri Grover.
28 NovemberRoppel Cave I South Downey Avenue - Ed Klausner, Elizabeth Miller,
Brandi Zinn, Kevin Conklin, Ralph Earlandson; Cox Avenue - Lynn and
Roger Brucker; Roppel Cave I Pulpit Area - Bob Osburn, Daniel Gregor,
Marvin Miller; Roppel Cave I Logsdon River - Peter Bosted, Matt Goska
and Joyce Hoffinaster; Crystal Cave I old Z Survey and Y Survey - Art
and Peg Palmer, Mat Mezydlo and Paul Cannaley; Unknown Cave I
Ralphs River Trail- Jim Greer, Rick Hoechstetter, Chris Hoechstetter,
Robbie Barta; Colossal Cave I 8edquilt I P Survey & Gypsum SnowDavid Wcst, Karen Willmes, Charles Fox, Ann Bosted.
29 November Mammoth Cave I Watson Traee - Ed Klausner, Elizabeth Miller, Karen
Willmes, Joyce Hoffinaster; Mammoth Cave I Emilys Puzzle - Charles
Fox, Dan Gregor, Henri Grover; Crystal Cave I Left of the Trap - Art
and Peg Palmer and Matt Mezydlo; Great Onyx Cave I Edwards DomeDave West, Matt Goska, Bob Osburn; Unknown Cave I X and Y Surveys
Ralphs River Trail- Jim Greer, Rick Hoechstetter, Chris Hoechstetter,
Ann Bosted, Robbie Barta; Roppel Cave I Hoover - Peter Bosted, Rick
Olson, Bruce Hatcher; Great Onyx Cave I Cox Avenue - Lynn and Roger
Brucker, Veda DePaepe; Hamilton Valley Ridge walking - Dave West,
Bob Osburn.

Mammoth Cave: St. Patrick's Day Expedition, March 13-15, 2009
By: John Lovaas and Dawn Ryan, Expedition Leaders
We had 30 participants attend the St. Patrick's Day expedition. Saturday morning most
cavers met near Houchins Ferry near Blight
Cave to help carry tools and other needed equipment to help the park install a gate. One crew,
led by Rick Olson and including Dan Gregor,
Dave West , Preston Forsythe, Greg Holbrook,
David Carson, Roy Powers, Jerry Fant, and
Mary Schubert stayed to help install the cave.
The truck used to haul some of the gear up the
road got stuck in the mud-twice. Tarps were
put up to protect the work area as it had been
raining off and on all day. Jerry Fant did the
welding; Dan Gregor handled the cutting while
Roy Powers took measurements and designed

the gate on the fly. The gate was built and Installed by the end of the day .
Bill Koerschner, Dick Market, Seamus
Decker, and Bruce Hatcher went to Roppel Cave
to check for upper levels to Eylsian Way between Barnyard Falls and Canal Zone . There
were excellent formation displays including
helectites, soda straws, and a few columns.
Lynn and Roger Brucker and Pat Kambesis
went to Adwell Cave where they set up a
theodolite to verify calibration and calibrate
two Pony instruments . Pat also tried sketching
using the Samsung Q I Ultra UMPC . Lynn had
processed the data the day before in Walls and
exported the SVG file to Adobe Illustrator. Pat
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found that sketching in the cave with the instrument took some getting used to.
Matt Mezydlo along with Joyce Hoffmaster
and Karen Willmes first helped with carrying
the cave gating tools then went on to their objective in Gratz Avenue . They were to check
leads near Lee's Cistern. They were able to get
71 feet of new survey completed.
Charles Fox, Elizabeth Winkler, Tim Green,
and Greg Holbrook went to Carlos Way and did
313 feet of resurvey before the area got too wet,
requiring wetsuits. They also found an upper
level crawlway but it needs smaller cavers.
Dawn Ryan, Marvin Miller, and Alan Wellhausen started out helping at Blight Cave then
went on to look for and survey Houchins Sink
Cave and Houchins Crevice Cave as part of the
lesser caves inventory. While walking along the
ridge attempting to locate the caves, one of the
party separated from the others. The rest of the
day was spent looking for the lost caver. From
the last ice storm the prior month, the woods
looked like a bomb went off, with downed trees
everywhere . He was located within a few hours,
and the group returned to Hamilton Valley.
Dawn Ryan and Marvin Miller then returned to

Blight Cave with Rick Toomey near the end of
the day to help carry out tools.
The last group led by Tom Brucker with Lee
Gray-Boze and Dan Janke went out to Cow Falls
to climb leads. In this very narrow passage, they
were glad to have the use of a digital survey
instrument, the Disto-X. In this one device, distance, azimuth, and vertical are measured simultaneously with the push of a button .
John Lovaas stayed at Hamilton Valley and
although it wasn't planned this way, he ended
up doing most of the cooking and did a great
job . John Lovaas and Dawn Ryan want to thank
everyone who attended and helped out.
Cow Falls - Tom Brucker, Dan Janke, Lee-Gray Boze ;
Gratz Avenue - Matt Mezydlo , Joyce Hoffmaster , Karen
Willmes; Lesser caves - Dawn Ryan , Marvin Miller, Alan
Wellhausen; Carlos Way - Charles Fox, Elizabeth
Winkler, Tim Green , Greg Holbrook ; Roppel Cave - Seamus Decker, Bill Koerschner , Bruce Hatcher, Dick Market ; Adwell Cave - Lynn Brucker, Roger Brucker , Pat
Kambesis ; Blight Cave - Dave West, Rick Olson , Jerry
Fant, Roy Powers, Dan Gregor , John Feil, Preston
Forsythe, Dave Carson, Mary Schubert, Matt Mezydlo,
Joyce Hoffmaster, Karen Willmes , Dawn Ryan ; Gary Berdeaux, Rick Toomey , Tim Green.

Cavers pUlling the tarp over Blight Cave entrance/or the gate installation. Photo by Dawn Ryan.
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2009 EXPEDITION CALENDAR
Before attending any expedition, you must contact the expedition leader as trip sizes may be limited. Failure to contact the
leader may prevent you from attending the expedition as the trip may be full.

The mess left after the February ice storm at Mammoth Cave. Photo by Dawn Ryan.
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